Walmart Rolling Expandable Upright Closeout
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Shop this Walmart promotional link for electronics clearance items marked It comes with a 28" expandable spinner bag, a 24" rolling duffel, a 20" upright bags.

Delsey Helium Fusion 21" Expandable Rolling Suitcase. $180.00 Sale $445.00 Victorinox Werks Traveler 5.0 22" Rolling Carry-On Expandable Suitcase.
Sold at Walmart for $148+ even on sale it was still $109. Asking Upright Spinner Carry-On from Swiss Gear - This rugged rolling suitcase features

American Tourister Meridian 360 XLT Upright Spinner
American Tourister Duralite 360 Hardside 28" Spinner Expandable Upright Rolling Luggage

Travelpro Maxlite 3 21-in. upright carry-on at Kohl's. $109.99

CLOSEOUT Reg. Walmart · Target · Walgreens · CVS/pharmacy · Payless. Advertisement Add It. Travelpro Crew 10 22" Rolling Carry On Expandable Suitcase. Sale 50% OFF. Walmart. Rockland Luggage Impulse 4 Piece Expandable Luggage Set, Multiple Colors

Heys USA Crown Edition M Elite 3-Pc Hardside Spinner Upright Luggage Set - Orange Rockland Luggage 22" Rolling Duffle Bag, Multiple Colors.

Clearance Duffels · Garment Bags · Hardside Luggage · Kids' Luggage · Luggage Collections · Luggage Sets · Spinner Luggage · Totes · Upright Luggage. Roll Over Image to Zoom Sale on select options, limited quantity available travel pieces: 27-inch 4-wheel expandable upright, 21-inch 4-wheel carry-on, went to a few stores in my area and price checked and ended up at wal-mart, and I.
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